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Purpose of this document  

The work of the NUS Women’s Campaign is directed by policy passed at Women’s 

Conference. This document contains motions that have been submitted by Constituent 

Members. These motions are subject to compositing and may be moved by the Steering 

Committee at their discretion. 
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100  Strong and Active Unions 

Motion 101: Provide Financial Support to NUS-USI Women’s Campaign  

 

Submitted by: Hareem Ghani 

Constituent Member: NUS Women’s Campaign 

Zone: Strong and Active Unions 

 

Women’s Conference Believes 

1. The NUS-USI Women’s Campaign is one of the existing liberation campaigns for NUS-USI; 

2. The NUS-USI Women’s Campaign has active policy on Decriminalisation of Sex Work, Campaigning 

Against the Two Child Tax Credit and the Rape Clause, Support for Women Apprentices etc.;   

3. The Women’s Officer role at NUS-USI is voluntary and unpaid position - unlike it Scottish, Welsh and 

UK counterpart(s); 

 

Women’s Conference Further Believes 

1. The NUS-USI Women’s Campaign has led on student organising including helping to organise a 

“Student Bloc” at the Rally for Choice Demonstration in October 2017; 

2. Though the NUS-USI Women's Campaign does brilliant work in representing women students in 

N.Ireland, it is often limited in its capacity to enact/ deliver on policy due to issues of underfunding; 

3. The NUS UK Women’s Campaign has a responsibility to support NUS-USI Women’s Campaign and the 

NUS-USI Women’s Officer; 

4. Providing financial support is by no means the only solution to ensuring NUS-USI Women’s Campaign is 

supported adequately, but it is a start; 

 

Women’s Conference Resolves 

1. For the NUS UK Women’s Campaign to provide financial support to the NUS-USI Women’s Campaign of 

up to £1,000 (or more if requested by the NUS-USI Women’s Officer); 

2. For the NUS UK Women’s Officer to maintain regular contact and ensure the NUS-USI Women's Officer 

is invited to flagship events such as NUS Women in Leadership Conference, NUS Women's Conference etc. 
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200   Society and Citizenship 

Motion 201: Scrap the Two Child Tax Credit and Rape Clause! 

Submitted by: Hareem Ghani 

Union: NUS Woman’s Campaign 

Submitting Motion As: Individual 

Zone: Society and Citizenship 

 

Women’s Conference Believes 

1. The child tax credit is a benefit to help with the cost of raising a child. Parents and carers might be able 

to get them if their children are under 16 or, if they are in eligible training, up to the age of 20. 

2. The policy to cap child tax credit was announced in 2015 by then-Chancellor George Osborne. 

3. The government said it introduced the limit, for a claimant's first two children, because it wanted 

"people on benefits to make the same choices as those supporting themselves solely through work". 

4. Exemptions were announced for those adopting children, those involved in kinship care and for multiple 

births, as well as those who had a child conceived "as a result of a sexual act which you didn't or couldn't 

consent to" or "at a time when you were in an abusive relationship, under ongoing control or coercion by 

the other parent of the child". This is the 'rape clause'. 

5. Those seeking to claim the exemption for rape must fill in additional paperwork and be assessed by 

what the government has described in a consultation as a “professional third party”, which could include 

health workers, police, social workers or rape charities. 

6. A woman cannot claim this exemption if she lives with the other parent of the child. 

7. The cap came into force in April 2017. 

8. The new work and pensions secretary, Esther McVey, is facing renewed calls to urgently review the 

"rape clause" in child tax credits. 

9. MPs including Alison Thewliss, Nicola Sturgeon and Kezia Dugdale have publicly spoken out against the 

“rape clause”. 

 

Women’s Conference Further Believes 

1. The NUS Women’s Campaign should publicly oppose the Two Child Tax Credit. 

2. The Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) is effectively forcing survivors to disclose and to endure 

further trauma by making them "prove" they have been raped. 

3. Calling on survivors to “prove” that they have been raped in order to receive social security payments 

is morally questionable (to say the least). 

4. The “rape clause” fails to take into account that the vast majority of survivors do not disclose to the 

police - roughly 82 per cent of all rapes go unreported.  

5. A woman cannot claim this “exemption” if she lives with the other parent of the child, this fails to take 

into account that many women are trapped in abusive relationships. 

6. The policy is also intrinsically classist and pushes families into further poverty. 
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Women’s Conference Resolves 

1. For the NUS Women’s Campaign to issue a public statement against the Two Child Tax Credit. 

2. For the NUS Women’s Campaign to launch a campaign/ produce information packs for students on the 

two child tax credit and rape clause: what it is and why we should campaign to repeal it. 

3. For the NUS Women’s Campaign to work with charities such as Women’s Aid to put pressure on the 

Department for Work and Pensions to repeal the “rape clause”. 

 

Motion 202: #TimeUpTheresa: Domestic Violence Bill 

Submitted by: Hareem Ghani 

Constituent Member: NUS Women’s Campaign 

Zone: Society and Citizenship 

 

Women’s Conference Believes 

1. On 17th February 2017, Theresa May announced plans for a new programme of work leading towards 

bringing forward a Domestic Violence and Abuse Act. 

2. At first glance, the Domestic Violence and Abuse Bill appears to be a win for survivors, but feminist 

groups such as Sisters Uncut have denounced the Bill as “a dangerous distraction that will criminalise 

survivors while taking attention away from the devastating funding cuts to domestic violence services 

nationwide”.  

3. The Bill is still currently under consultation in parliament, but Theresa May has made it clear that she 

intends to use the Bill to increase police powers over domestic violence and toughen sentences. 

4. In a statement to the press, May insisted that she intends to deliver a system that “increases 

convictions”. 

 

Women’s Conference Believes 

1. Evidence suggests that when police are given increased power to tackle domestic violence it leads to a 

pro-arrest environment in which everyone involved will be more likely to be arrested - including the 

survivor in question.  

2. Mandatory arrest policies — which require police to make an arrest when they respond to domestic 

violence calls — have often led to arbitrary arrests of survivors of domestic violence, rather than their 

abusers, in many cases.  

3. Indeed, almost 57% of women in prison have experienced domestic abuse. Thus, criminalising 

survivors is extremely dangerous – as shown in recent reports about the death of Katrina O’Hara who was 

wrongly investigated by the police instead of her violent partner, who later murdered her.  

4. Instead of using this opportunity to fund housing and support services for domestic violence survivors 

to escape abuse, the government is focusing almost entirely on sentencing. 

5. It is imperative that the government’s Domestic Violence and Abuse Act funds local domestic violence 

charities and shelters. 
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Women’s Conference Resolves 

1. For the NUS Women’s Campaign work with local groups/ charities like Imkaan to raise funds for 

domestic violence charities and shelters. 

2. For the NUS Women’s Campaign to ensure that survivor support is made a priority in the Domestic 

Violence and Abuse Bill (and lobby relevant MPs to table amendments accordingly).  

3. For the NUS Women’s Campaign to produce guidance on what effective support mechanism for 

survivors look like. 

 

300  Welfare and Student Rights 

Motion 301: Women and Austerity 

Submitted by: Hareem Ghani 

Constituent Member: NUS Women’s Campaign 

Zone: Society and Citizenship 

 

Women’s Conference Believes 

1. Women bear the brunt of austerity. 

2. For example, the former shadow equalities minister, Sarah Champion, published analysis showing that 

86% of the burden of austerity since 2010 has fallen on women. 

3. In total, the analysis also estimated that cuts have cost women a total of £79bn since 2010 and £13bn 

for men. 

4. Women’s Aid groups tackling domestic violence across the UK are fighting to keep women’s centres 

open due to funding cuts. 

5. Since 2010, at least 34 specialist refuge centres have been forced to close. 

6. A third of all referrals to refuges are turned away - that is approximately 155 women per day being 

turned away due to lack of space from underfunding. 

7. The local government central grant has been halved between 2010 and 2015 and is planned to be cut 

by a further 30% by 2020 thereby reducing the amount of money councils receive. 

8. Local councils decide how the limited money is used and domestic violence services and refuges are 

being asked to take on more work with less people, less resources and less money. 

 

Women’s Conference Further Believes 

1. One in three women will be turned away from refuges. This means that women cannot flee abusive 

relationships and are stuck in a vicious cycle of abuse - thereby endangering their lives. 

2. For example, two women are killed every week in England and Wales by a former or current partner.  

3. Domestic violence services are funded on short term basis - services are forced to spending time and 

energy fighting for their survival as they are under the constant threat of closure; 
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4. Lack of funds mean that small and specialist charities aren’t awarded contracts and are often forced to 

close as a result. Others are forced to cut back on employees meaning they cannot adequately support 

those who want to access support; 

5. This also all means that women of colour, LBT+ women, disabled women, women who are alcohol/ 

drug dependant, refugees, those who don’t have UK Citizenship and those who don’t speak English 

often face more barriers in accessing support and refuge.  

6. For example, 4 in 5 BME women are turned away from refuges; 

  

Women’s Conference Resolves 

1. To work with groups Sisters Uncut to campaign against the cuts to domestic violence services; 

2. For the NUS Women’s Campaign to provide a toolkit on how to campaign locally and create links with 

local domestic violence charities/ shelters to keep services open  

3. For the NUS Women’s Campaign to produce briefings on how to lobby councils to ensure they fully 

meet the needs of all survivors; 

4. For the NUS Women’s Campaign to lobby the government to protect funding for domestic violence 

services at a national level; 

5. For the Women’s Campaign to organise a Day of Action against cuts to local domestic violence 

services; 

6. For the NUS Women’s Campaign to work with local domestic violence services to create partnerships 

between students’ unions and local domestic violence refuges and shelters. 
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400   Rules Revision 

Motion 401: Trans Sub-Committee 

Submitted by: Rowan Davis 

Constituent Member: NUS Women’s Committee 

Zone: Strong and Active Unions 

 

Women’s Conference Believes 

1. Transphobia has been an ever-present stain on feminist organising for at least the past half a century 

2. Even more so, transmisogyny has been at the centre of this 

 

Women’s Conference Further Believes 

1. Feminist organisations have a duty to change their institutional practices in light of this history of 

transmisogyny  

2. Representation matters, and it is important to ensure that there is always at least one reserved space 

for an assigned male at birth person on the women's committee. 

 

Women’s Conference Resolves 

1. Replace Standing Order 101 "iv. One Trans representative" with "iv. One Trans representative (with a 

subcommittee reserved for an assigned male at birth trans person)" 

 

Amendment 401a: Trans Sub-Committee (ADD & REPLACE) 

Submitted by: Mike Potter 

Constituent Member: Durham Students’ Union 

Amendment: ADD & REPLACE 

 

Women’s Conference Believes 

Add CB3 onwards 

3. Trans women of colour often face the most marginalisation, and the largest proportion of 

hate crime. 

4. Some non-binary individuals include ‘woman’ in their gender identity, and some do not. 

5. Women’s Conference should represent all those who include ‘woman’ in their gender 

identity, not just binary women. 

6. Women’s Conference should not automatically try to represent non-binary individuals who 

do not include ‘woman’ in their gender identity, as this would be indirectly labelling such 

individuals as women, and hence misgendering them. 

7. Without making inclusion explicit, feelings of exclusion can arise and last for long periods of 

time. 

8. Trans women can often be disadvantaged when running for women’s places due to the 
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prevalence of transphobia and/or transmisogyny. 

 

Women’s Conference Further Believes 

Delete CFB2, replace with 

2. Labelling a position with an assignation could lead to a feeling of misgendering, and prevent 

people running for the said position. 

3. There should be a place on the trans subcommittee reserved for black trans women, elected 

by and from self-defining black individuals of the Trans Caucus. 

4. The gender identity of non-binary individuals, including non-binary women, is not “complex” 

and should not be labelled as such. 

5. Non-binary individuals should not automatically be grouped with women unless they include 

‘woman’ in their gender identity, and they wish to be included is such a group. 

6. The voices of non-binary women should be heard within women’s spaces, and non-binary 

women should not be made to feel excluded from these spaces. Hence it is important that it 

is made clear and explicit that non-binary women are welcomed and included. 

7. A non-binary representative would help ensure non-binary women are being heard. This 

representative would only represent non-binary women, and not all non-binary individuals. 

8. Including a non-binary woman on Steering Committee would help ensure that Conference is 

made accessible and inclusive to all women, not just binary women. 

9. It is important it is made clear that Women’s Conference represents all women. By having a 

trans women’s reserved place amongst delegates, the inclusion of trans women is made explicit and clear, 

and helps ensure transphobia does not interfere with the election of trans women to be delegates for 

Women’s Conference. 

10. A trans women’s reserved place amongst delegates should explicitly reference the inclusion of non-

binary women, to ensure that non-binary women do not feel excluded from Women’s Conference. 

 

Women’s Conference Resolves 

Delete CR1, replace with 

1. To delete and replace Standing Orders 003 with: 

“Individual Members who self-define partially and/or fully as women, including (if they wish) those who 

include ‘woman’ in their gender identity, those who experience oppression as women, and those 

questioning whether their gender identity includes ‘woman’, shall be members of the Campaign. They will 

have voting rights and will be able to stand in election according to the regulations outlined in these 

Standing Orders.” 

2. To delete and replace Standing Orders 101(c)(i) with: 

“Three Open Places” 

3. To add to Standing Orders 101(c): 

“xi. One Non-Binary Representative” 

4. To add to Standing Orders 101: 

“e. Up to 4 Individual Members of the Trans Subcommittee with voting rights, elected at Conference and 
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from Caucuses: 

i. One Open Place elected by and from the Trans Caucus. 

ii. One Transmisogyny Affected Place elected by and from individuals of the Trans 

Caucus who self-define as experiencing transmisogyny. 

iii. One Black Students’ Place elected by and from self-defining black individuals of 

the Trans Caucus. 

iv. One Non-Binary Place elected by and from the Non-Binary Caucus.” 

5. To delete and replace Standing Orders 201 with: 

“The composition of the Steering Committee shall be five Individual Members. One of these spaces will be 

reserved for a self-defining black woman, elected by and from the Black Students’ Caucus. One of these 

spaces will be reserved for a self-defining non- binary woman, elected by and from the Non-Binary 

Caucus. One of these spaces will be reserved for a self-defining woman who also defines as LGBT+, 

disabled, black, or has caring responsibilities.” 

6. To delete and replace Standing Orders 312 with: 

“Each CM is entitled to send a maximum of five delegates made up of; up to two open place delegates 

with full voting and speaking rights who must be elected, additionally one reserved place delegate who 

self-defines as a black woman, one reserved place delegate who self-defines as a trans woman (including 

non-binary women), and one reserved place delegate who defines into another liberation group (black, 

disabled, or LGBT+) or has caring responsibilities.” 

7. To delete and replace Standing Orders 313 with: 

“In addition, each CM may send up to a maximum of two observers with speaking rights only for whom a 

fee will be charged.” 


